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Sparsity-based models have proven to be very effective in most image processing applications. The notion
of sparsity has recently been extended to structured sparsity models where not only the number of com-
ponents but also their support is important. This paper goes one step further and proposes a new model
where signals are composed of a small number of molecules, which are each linear combinations of a few
elementary functions in a dictionary. Our model takes into account the energy on the signal components
in addition to their support. We study our prior in detail and propose a novel algorithm for sparse coding
that permits the appearance of signal dependent versions of the molecules. Our experiments prove the
benefits of the new image model in various restoration tasks and confirm the effectiveness of priors that
extend sparsity in flexible ways especially in case of inverse problems with low quality data.

� 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction deployed in the last decades in order to design algorithms that
Most tasks in signal processing and analysis are significantly
simplified when the data is represented into its right form, espe-
cially for high-dimensional signals like images. The quest for the
right signal representation has fostered the use of overcomplete
dictionaries as tools for signal compression, denoising, enhance-
ment and various other applications. Dictionaries have the advan-
tage to have very few constraints in their construction, so that they
can be finally adapted to the data processing task at hand. How-
ever, this flexibility has a price: the representation of a signal is
unfortunately not unique in overcomplete dictionaries, and finding
the best such representation is generally an ill-posed problem. As a
result, well-chosen priors or models about the signal representa-
tion become necessary in order to develop effective signal process-
ing algorithms with overcomplete representations.

The most common models in overcomplete signal representa-
tions are based on sparsity priors. This means that the signal is well
represented by only a few components or atoms of the overcom-
plete dictionary. Sparsity is a pretty intuitive prior that is also bio-
logically plausible, as shown in the pioneer work of Olshausen and
Field [1] where it is suggested that sparsity could be a property
employed by the mammalian visual system for achieving efficient
representations of natural images. Vast research efforts have been
solve the hard problem of sparse decomposition of signals by effec-
tive approximation [2,3] or convex relaxation [4,5].

While sparsity is a simple and generic model, it is not always a
sufficient prior to obtain good signal reconstruction, especially if
the original data measurements are compressed or inaccurate.
More effective signal models can therefore be built by considering
the dependencies between the dictionary elements that appear in
the signal representation instead of their number only. In that
spirit, group sparsity has been introduced as a way to enforce a
pre-specified structure in the decomposition. Specifically, the com-
ponents of the dictionary are partitioned into groups and the ele-
ments of each group are encouraged to appear simultaneously in
the signal decomposition [6]. Alternatively, the atoms can also
obey a predefined hierarchical structure [7]. Other approaches
have considered additional flexibility by constraining the signal
decomposition to include elements from overlapping groups of
atoms [8–10]. The group sparsity structure is however not always
appropriate for modeling signal patterns as the groups are merely
identified in terms of their support. It is however not suitable for
differentiating patterns with the same support but different distri-
butions, which could actually be very different signal patterns.
Such a case is presented in Fig. 1 where we show how much the
image of a face can change when varying the coefficients of its
sparse code while keeping the same support. This ambiguity is
unfortunately a serious drawback in various applications such as
signal recovery and recognition, for example.

We propose here a new signal model to represent signal pat-
terns and higher level structures. Our goal is to build richer priors
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Fig. 1. An example of the ambiguity related to the support of the sparse codes. In (a) we show the image of a face and in (b) its sparse approximation with 60 atoms on a
dictionary of Gaussian atoms. The next two columns are produced by randomly choosing the values of the coefficients on the same support. The final signal is then
normalized. The resulting images are quite different than the original face proving the importance of the coefficients along with the support of the sparse code.
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than classical structured sparsity models that merely focus on the
support of the signal representation and not on the actual energy
distribution. Our model builds on our previous work on structured
sparsity [11] and represents signals as sparse sets of molecules,
which are linear combinations of atoms from a redundant dic-
tionary of elementary functions. To enhance the flexibility of our
model, in this work we go one step further and instead of allowing
only small variations in the coefficients of the molecules, we allow
molecule realizations to appear in various forms that can have
small deviations on both their coefficients and their support. To
this end, we form pools of similar atoms in the dictionary, and
assume that all atoms in a pool carry similar information. The
molecule realizations are then defined as slightly deformed ver-
sions of the molecule prototypes, where atoms could be replaced
by similar atoms from their respective pools. As a result, a given
molecule prototype represents a group of structurally similar pat-
terns whose exact form in signals is controlled by the construction
of the atom pools. This provides flexibility in the representation of
signals with molecules, while preserving the main structural infor-
mation in the sparse signal approximation.

We study in details our new structured sparsity model and ana-
lyze the recovery performance of molecule representations. We
formally show that our choice of the synthesis dictionary based
on molecules realizations provides a good compromise between
structure and flexibility. Then we propose a novel constructive
sparse coding algorithm of signals with our new structured spar-
sity model. We exploit the characteristics of atoms pools to design
effective similarity measures for detecting molecule realizations in
signals. Finally, we show the use of our new framework with illus-
trative experiments in various applications such as compressed
sensing, inpainting and denoising. Our results show that the new
structured sparsity prior leads to better reconstruction perfor-
mance than classical sparsity priors due to its flexible molecule-
based representation.

Our efficient structured sparsity model represents a quite
unique framework in the literature. In particular, the consideration
of the coefficient distribution and the atom pools, as well as the
definition of both molecule prototypes and realizations, are impor-
tant characteristics of our new signal representation model. The
coefficients permit to differentiate structures with distinct energy
distributions on the same support and thus to facilitate the proper
recovery of image information in case of incomplete or inaccurate
observations. Another definition of molecule has been previously
proposed in [12] to describe a set of coherent atoms in a dictionary,
but it is more related to the notion of a group or a pool of atoms
than to our original definition of a molecule. Multi-level structures
are also related to the concept of double sparsity introduced in [13]
where the authors learn structures on top of a set of predefined set
of atoms. It is however less flexible than our model, where we
include the notion of pools and molecules realizations that enable
the proper handling of minor structure deformation in the signals.
Less close to our model, some recent works describe the statistical
dependencies between the atoms in a dictionary with graphical
models. For example, Markov Random Fields (MRFs) are employed
for modeling these dependencies in [14–16]. The resulting struc-
ture model is a probability distribution function that compares
the different possible supports of atoms in the signal representa-
tion. These models are quite powerful but unfortunately quite
complicated and highly parametric, such that they are difficult to
deploy and adapt to various applications. Next, the idea of pooling
that is used for defining molecules realizations is quite often used
under different forms to provide local invariance [17,18] in the sig-
nal representation. In our case however, it provides local invari-
ance to small deformations of a set of atoms with higher
resilience to sparse code variability in the identification of typical
patterns in images. Finally, the differentiation between the mole-
cule prototypes and molecule realizations in our new model leads
to realizations of structures that are signal dependent, like in
[19,20]. Hence, the signal representation is flexible but neverthe-
less follows a pre-defined structure. The specific characteristics
of our scheme make it very suitable for various signal processing
tasks and especially signal denoising and inpainting.

The structured sparsity model proposed in this paper is essen-
tially a two-layer architecture with the first layer consisting of
the dictionary atoms and the second of the molecules. The benefits
of such architectures over the flat ones has been a subject of
research for a long time in the feature extraction and machine
learning community. It has been validated experimentally in the
case of signal recognition in [21] while the mere existence of the
field of deep learning can argue in benefit of multistage architec-
tures. The deep learning systems consist of a hierarchy of features
along with some pooling and contrast normalization operators that
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sequentially transform the input into a new representation
[18,22,23,20]. Although it is common to learn the filters used in
each layer from the data, there is recent work done also in the case
of predefined filters [24]. In both cases, the goal of the learning is to
uncover class invariant signal representations that are mainly used
for classification and not the learning of appropriate structure sig-
nal priors for signal recovery. These works nevertheless support
the idea that multiple layers leads to better signal models, which
is aligned with the ideas proposed in this paper.

To summarize, the main contributions of our work are:

� We propose and study a novel two-layer signal model built on
atoms and respectively molecules, where the inclusion of both
the coefficients and the support in the structured sparsity prior
permits the differentiation of structures on the same support
but with distinct energy distributions.

� We define the atom pools to permit the differentiation between
molecule prototypes and molecule realizations in order to be
resilient to variability in the sparse codes.

� We design a new algorithm for sparse coding under our new
structured sparsity prior, which achieves very promising results
in illustrative signal restoration tasks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe our model in detail. In Section 3 we compare the different
choices for a suitable synthesis dictionary for our model while in
Section 4 we present the associated coding problem in detail.
Finally, in Section 5 we provide results that validate our model
for various signal restoration tasks.
1 In this level, we consider only positive coefficients to simplify the development,
without loss of generality.
2. Structured image model

2.1. Multi-level structure

We present now our new structured sparsity model for images
whose multi-level structure permits to represent visual patterns or
typical signal parts as combinations of elementary atoms in a dic-
tionary. In other words, we define molecules as linear combina-
tions of atoms to represent groups of structurally similar signal
patterns. We further differentiate the molecules into molecule pro-
totypes and molecule realizations, which are slightly deformed
versions of the prototypes aiming at capturing signal variability.
We first present our new model and then discuss in details the
notion of pools of atoms, which is central for computing molecule
realizations. Then we introduce a new structural difference func-
tion that is later used to compare visual patterns based on the
value of their coefficient vectors.

To start with, we first provide an example to illustrate our
structured sparsity model. Our model is built on the concepts of
molecule prototypes and realizations. The prototype is a represen-
tative pattern for a group of molecule realizations, which are
slightly deformed versions of a typical image part. The first image
in Fig. 2a shows a molecule prototype, which is an orthogonal
angle formed by two edge-like atoms from the dictionary of ele-
mentary atoms. In other words, the molecule prototype is repre-
sented by a particular linear combinations of atoms, as shown in
the first energy distribution function in Fig. 2b. The molecule could
however appear with small deformations in actual images, and
such molecules realizations are illustrated in the rest of the images
in Fig. 2a. They look quite similar to the molecule prototype and
preserve to some extent its structural characteristics, but they
are not constructed with the exact same atoms, as illustrated by
their respective energy distribution functions in Fig. 2b.

We know describe our new signal model in more details. We
consider a set of signals X 2 RN�B and a base dictionary D 2 RN�K
of elementary functions or atoms dk with 1 6 k 6 K , whose linear
combinations can effectively represent the signals X. We assume
that the occurrence of atoms in the signal representation is not
completely independent but that atoms rather have the tendency
to form typical visual patterns. In other words, there are some
linear combinations of atoms that tend to appear more frequently
than others, possibly with slight changes either in the energy
distribution or atom sets. The most frequent atom combinations
are represented by a set of molecule prototypes
M ¼ fml; l 2 f1; . . . ;Qgg where each prototype is defined as a
sparse set of atoms with specific coefficient values, i.e.,

ml ¼
XK
k¼1

cp;lðkÞdk ¼ Dcp;l; kcp;lk0 < n ð1Þ

where n is the sparsity level of the molecules and cp;lðkÞ > 0 only if
the atom dk belongs to the support Cp;l of the moleculeml. The non-
negativity of coefficients will be explained in more detail in Sec-
tion 2.2. We can further write all the molecule prototypes in a
matrix form as

M ¼ DCp; with Cp ¼ cp;1 cp;2 � � � cp;Q½ �: ð2Þ
We consider that the molecules correspond to the most impor-

tant parts in the signals, but that they may appear as realizations
that are similar but not identical to the prototypes. Equivalently,
we consider a signal x 2 X to be a sparse non-negative1 combina-
tion of molecules realizations plus some bounded noise. We define
cx;l as the vector of atom coefficients that expresses the realization
of the molecule ml in x. We further consider that the difference
between a molecule realization and the corresponding prototype is
small, i.e., Dðcp;l; cx;lÞ < t; 8l, where the function D measures the
structural difference between molecules. The parameter t is a
threshold value on the structural difference and its value permits
to control the flexibility of our new multi-level model in capturing
the variability in typical visual patterns. The signal can therefore
be written as

x ¼ DCxaþ g; with Cx ¼ cx;1 cx;2 � � � cx;Q½ �
and Dðcp;l; cx;lÞ < t; 8l ð3Þ

We further consider that the approximation error is bounded
(i.e., kgk2 < H), the atom and molecule coefficients are defined as
ai P 0; 8i and cx;iðkÞ P 0; 8ðk; iÞ and the representation is sparse,
i.e., kak0 6 s for some sparsity threshold s.

The image model in Eq. (3) corresponds to a sparse decomposi-
tion of x into molecule realizations, or equivalently the expansion
of the signal x into dictionary atoms whose coefficients are given
by Cxa. The grouping of atoms into molecules is driven by the
choice of the structural difference function D that quantifies the
deviation of molecule realizations from the corresponding proto-
types. A graphical illustration of the newly introduced concept of
molecules is provided in Fig. 3. In the rest of this section, we first
introduce the concept of atom pools, which are groups of similar
atoms in the dictionary, and eventually use atom pools to define
the structural difference metric D that is used in our molecule-
sparse signal model.

2.2. Pools of atoms

In our framework, the signal is represented as a linear combina-
tion of atoms taken from a redundant dictionary. The redundancy
of the dictionary helps in building sparse representations but also
leads to the fact that many atoms may carry similar information. In
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Fig. 2. Illustrative example of a molecule prototype and its realizations. In (a) the molecule prototype (on the left) represents a near orthogonal crossing of edges while the
molecule realizations describe visual patterns that are similar to the prototype. The l2 distance between the prototype and the realizations in the image domain is given on top
of each realization. In (b) we show the corresponding sparse codes of the images in (a). The l2 distance of the sparse codes seen as vectors in RN is given on top of each figure.
As we can see, none of the metrics depicts accurately the structural similarity among the patterns.
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Fig. 3. Multilevel representation of atoms and molecules. In the first level we have the atoms whose similarities, captured by the atom pools, are represented as links between
the corresponding atoms. In the second level, we have the molecules which are linear combinations of atoms. The molecules, are further distinguished into molecule
prototypes which are the main signal patterns to be represented and molecule realizations that are molecules that are structurally similar to the prototypes.
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particular, a specific image feature can be well captured by a speci-
fic atom di in the dictionary. But the same feature might also be
well represented by atoms that are similar to di, as illustrated in
Fig. 4. Depending on the actual image representation method, the
same visual feature can therefore be coded in various ways. We
would like to make sure that our part-sparse image model is able
to take this phenomenon into account.

We define the notion of atom pools in order to represent atoms
that are similar and that have similar contributions in a molecule.
More specifically, in a dictionary D, each atom di can be repre-
sented as a unit norm vector in the signal space RN . To measure
the similarity between the atoms we use the cosine similarity,

defined as hdi ;dji
kdikkdjk where hdi; dji is the dot product between the
atoms di; dj and kdik; kdjk correspond to their l2 norm. Under the
assumption that the atoms are normalized, the cosine similarity
between di and dj equals their dot product. If the dot product
between two atoms di dj is very high, the energy of the projection
of dj on the direction of di is significant, so that a visual feature may
be equivalently well represented by the atoms di or dj. We charac-
terize this phenomenon by introducing the notion of pools of
atoms: each atom di is related to a pool PðdiÞ of atoms dj’s that
are similar to di. In other words, a pool is defined as

PðdiÞ ¼ fdj; 1 6 j 6 K; j hdi;dji > 1� �g ð4Þ
where � is a suitable chosen threshold depending on the application
at hand and the coherence of the underlying dictionary D.



Fig. 4. The representation of an atom di and its pool PðdiÞ in RN . The pool is defined
by the atoms with cos / > 1� �. Then, bkdk þ bjdj is one possible realization of the
atom di with energy ei ¼ bkhdi; dki þ bjhdi;dji.
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Equipped with this definition, we can now measure the differ-
ence between alternative representations of the same visual fea-
tures. In particular, we can estimate the actual energy
corresponding to the atom di in a signal represented by the sparse
code b that does actually not include the atom di. In other words,
looking at the sparse signal decomposition x ¼ Db with bi ¼ 0, we
would like to know how much of the energy is actually aligned
along the direction represented by the atom di. It mainly corre-
sponds to the energy captured by the coefficient of all the atoms
in the pool PðdiÞ. We can therefore approximate the energy of the
signal in the direction of di as

eiðbÞ ¼
X
j2PðdiÞ

bjhdi;dji ¼ Si b ð5Þ

where

SiðjÞ ¼
hdi;dji if dj 2 PðdiÞ
0 if dj R PðdiÞ

�
ð6Þ

The vector Si expresses essentially the pairwise relationships
between the atom di and the rest of the atoms in the dictionary
D. The energy estimate above is very useful in computing the struc-
tural difference between molecules that is explained below. The
value of eiðbÞ is essentially the length of the projection of the vector
v iðbÞ ¼

P
j2PðdiÞ bjdj, the realization of di, in the direction of di. When

the entries of b are non-negative, v i is guaranteed to lie in the geo-
metric space defined by the pool PðdiÞ and as a result the error

kdi � v ik22 is bounded (the proof is provided in Appendix A). In
the rest, we will adopt this assumption of non-negativity without
loss of generality. Finally, an example of the pool of an atom, as
well as a possible non-negative realization of the atom from its
pool, is shown in Fig. 4.

2.3. Structural difference

We now propose a measure of structural difference between
molecule instances that is based on the above definition of atom
pools. Recall that a molecule realization is similar to a molecule
prototype and permits to capture the variability of visual patterns
in actual images. It can be defined as the deformation of a molecule
prototype whose original atoms could be each substituted by
atoms from their respective pool. Equivalently, a molecule realiza-
tion is essentially a molecule prototype that can be realized
through a linear combinations of atoms in the pools of the initial
prototype components. As a result, a molecule realization has a
similar energy as the prototype when measured on atom pools
but not necessary exactly the same coefficient values on the atoms.
It makes it difficult to measure the similarity between the actual
visual patterns represented by the molecule prototype and its real-
izations. For example, the l2 norm in both the image and sparse
code domain fail to uncover the structural similarity between both
molecules, as it does not take into account the actual features rep-
resented by the atoms nor their interplay. The inability of the l2
norm in capturing the similarity of molecules can be observed by
checking the norms in Fig. 2a and b.

As classical norm metrics are not appropriate for computing the
similarity in the structure of different molecule instances, we pro-
pose a new structural difference DðÞ for the signal model of Eq. (3).
In particular, the deformation in the structure of molecules is mea-
sured by the compatibility between a sparse coefficient vector cx;l
that represents the realization of the molecule ml in the signal x,
and the sparse coefficient vector cp;l that represents the corre-
sponding molecule prototype. Since a molecule is identified by
specific energy levels on the pools of the atoms in its support, its
realizations are allowed to have non-zero values only in the union
of the pools of these atoms, i.e., Cx;l #

S
dk2Cp;l PðdkÞ where Cx;l and

Cp;l are the supports of cx;l and cp;l respectively. Then, the structural
difference computes the energy in the pools of cx;l and compares it
to the ones expressed in cp;l. If the energies are comparable, the
structural difference is considered to be small.

To be more specific, using the formula for the energy level of an
atom based on its pool given in (5), the structural difference D is
computed as:

Dðcp;l; cx;lÞ ¼
X

kjcp;lðkÞ>0

ðcp;lðkÞ � ekðcx;lÞÞ2

¼
X

kjcp;lðkÞ>0

ðcp;lðkÞ � Skcx;lÞ2 ¼ kWl � ðcp;l � S cx;lÞÞk22 ð7Þ

where S ¼ S1 S2 � � � SK½ �, with Si from Eq. (6). The indicator vector Wl

denotes the inclusion of dictionary atoms in the support Cp;l of the
molecule ml, i.e.,

WlðkÞ ¼
1 if dk 2 Cp;l

0 if dk R Cp;l

�
ð8Þ

Note that atoms that participate in the same molecule are
assumed to not have overlapping pools which is equivalent to
assuming that the atoms in a prototype are quite incoherent. As
we will see in Section 3 this is a desired property that leads to
lower coherence on the dictionary and thus better recovery guar-
antees. In general, the lower the structural difference Dðcp;l; cx;lÞ,
the more compatible the molecule realization and its prototype.
Finally, we show an example of a molecule prototype and one pos-
sible realization in the atomic level in Fig. 5 along with the corre-
sponding structural difference function.
3. Recovery analysis

The proposed model presented in Eq. (1) defines signals to be
formed as a composition of molecule prototypes with small, con-
trolled deformations. The molecules are further defined as linear
combinations of a set of basic atoms. According to this model,
one could approximate signals in three different ways, namely as
linear combinations of elements in three different dictionaries:
the atomic dictionary D, the molecule prototype dictionary DC
and the dictionary of molecule realizations. In the rest of this sec-
tion, we analyze the pros and cons of each option in accurately rep-
resenting signals.



Fig. 5. Illustration of a molecule prototype and a possible realization. The
vector Wl is the indicator function of the support Cp;l of the molecule
prototype cp;l . The structural difference between cp;l and cx;l is then
Dðcp;l; cx;lÞ ¼ kWl � ðcp;l � S cx;lÞÞk22 ¼ ðc2 � hd1;d2ib1Þ2 þ ðc21 � b21Þ2 þ ðc46 � hd46 ;d45

ib45 � hd46;d47ib47Þ2.

2 For interpretation of color in Fig. 6, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.
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On the one hand, the benefit of the atomic dictionary, is its flex-
ibility since it includes all possible atoms present in signals. How-
ever, the lack of any structure makes it less appropriate for
recovering signals under challenging conditions, in the presence
of intense noise or when information is missing, as the sparsity
prior may prove to be insufficient for a satisfactory reconstruction.
On the other hand, it is known that the inclusion of more structure
in the dictionaries facilitates significantly the task of signal restora-
tion even under severe degradation. The dictionary of molecule
prototypes as well as that of molecule realizations have both the
advantage of providing structured priors. However, this advantage
comes at a price in both cases.

The dictionary of molecule prototypes, might not be always suf-
ficient for retrieving the right structure in the signals. We can
rewrite a signal given from Eq. (1) as:

x ¼ DCx aþ g ¼ D ðC þ ExÞaþ g � DC aþ DC ~aþ g
¼ DC ðaþ ~aÞ þ g
¼ DC bþ g

where DC ~a is the best approximation of DEx a in the dictionary of
molecule prototypes DC. The vector a is an exact sparse representa-
tion. However, Ex, which is the structured deviation from the proto-
types, can take various forms so that the vector ~a does not
necessarily have a sparse nature. Therefore, the structure of b can
be significantly different from that of a resulting in a false recovery
of the signal structure. The source of the above problem is the lack
of flexibility in the dictionary DC in contract to the more versatile
DCx that is a dictionary of molecule realizations and can thus take
different forms by including different molecule realizations.
Therefore, it appears that building a dictionary with all possible
molecule realizations, denoted as DCx, could be a better and more
flexible alternative with a compromise between structure and flex-
ibility. However, building a dictionary with all possible molecule
realizations results in a very coherent representation. As we have
seen in Section 2.1, the molecule realizations are essentially small
deformations of a molecule prototype. Therefore, all realizations of
the same prototype are highly similar. The recovery performance
of a dictionary is known to deteriorate as the sparsity of the signals
decreases and the coherence of the dictionary increases. To put it
more formally, a known recovery constraint for BPDN (Basis Pur-
suit Denoising) [25] or OMP (Orthogonal Matching Pursuit) [3] is
given by

k 6 1
2

1
lx

þ 1
� �

: ð9Þ

where lx is the coherence of the underlying dictionary and k is the
sparsity of the signal, i.e., the number of elements in the signal.
Therefore, the more coherent the dictionary DCx, the more sparse
the signals should be in order to be able to recover them.

We can analyze how the coherence lx of the dictionary DCx is
affected by the presence of multiple realizations for each molecule
prototype. Since the realizations of the same molecule prototype
are very similar, lx can be lower bounded using the maximum dis-
tance r between any realization and the corresponding molecule
prototype. The theoretical bound, Lx 6 lx, is given by

Lx ¼ 1� 2r2 ð10Þ
To quantify this result, we can compare the molecule realization

dictionary with the case of a dictionary DCu that contains only one
molecule realization per molecule prototype. The restriction on the
allowed number of instances per prototype allows for a theoretical
upper bound on the coherence lu of the dictionary DCu, i.e.,
Uu P lu with

Uu ¼ lð1� 2r2Þ þ 2r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� l2Þð1� r2Þ

q
ð11Þ

where l is the coherence of the dictionary of molecule prototypes
DC. In practice the coherence lu is expected to be close to l. Both
theoretical bounds depend on the distance r which is driven by
the characteristics of the atoms pools as well as the internal struc-
ture of the molecules. The latter is measured by the maximum sim-
ilarity between atoms belonging to the same molecule, denoted as
lM . To improve the readability of the section we have moved the
exact expressions for r as well as the proofs for the bounds in
Appendix B.

From the expression for Lx we can see that the smaller the r is,
the worse the lx is expected to be. On the other hand, when r is
small, Uu gets closer to l. In order to present these dependencies
more concretely, we show in Fig. 6 some plots of lx and lu for var-
ious settings. At the first row, we present the bounds Lx and Uu

computed based on Eqs. (10) and (11) respectively while at the
second row we show the mean values of lx and lu computed
experimentally for different values of the molecule prototype
coherence l over random generations of the dictionaries DCu and
DCx. For simplicity, in our calculations we have assumed that the
number of atoms in all molecules is the same, denoted as n. The
pool angle / was set to 10 degrees while we varied the maximum
in-molecule atomic similarity lM . In both rows, the red2 line refers
to the coherence of the DCx dictionary, the blue line to the coherence
of DCu and the yellow to that of molecule prototypes DC.
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From the figures, according to the values of the bounds Lx and
Uu, the benefit of the use of DCu over DCx is more prominent when
the molecule prototypes are not very coherent (lower values of l).
In this case, the lower bound for lx; Lx, is higher than the upper
bound for lu;Uu, so that lu is guaranteed to be lower than lx. This
benefit depends also on the coherence of the atoms belonging to
the same molecules: it is larger when lM is low. However, the anal-
ysis of the experimental mean shows that in practice the coherence
lu of the dictionary DCu lies very close to the coherence of the ini-
tial molecule prototype dictionary DC, while lx lies always close to
1. Therefore, we observe that restricting the number of realizations
in the dictionary to one per molecule prototype preserves the
coherence of the molecule prototype dictionary quite well while
the inclusion of more than one molecule realizations per prototype
pushes the dictionary coherence towards 1, thus making the dic-
tionary less suitable for sparse recovery.

To sum up, from the above discussion we can see that deciding
which dictionary to use for signal decomposition is not trivial. The
underlying atomic dictionary D lacks structure, the dictionary of
molecule prototypes DC lacks flexibility while the dictionary of
all molecule realizations suffers from inefficient size and high
coherence. To alleviate this issue, we propose an iterative decom-
position scheme that searches for the best molecule realizations
using at each iteration a synthesis dictionary with strictly one
molecule realization per molecule prototype, denoted as DCu

above. In this way, at each iteration we have a guarantee for the
coherence of the used dictionary while through the iterations we
expect to recover the right signal structure. The details of the exact
problem formulation as well as the proposed solution are pre-
sented in the next section.
4. Adaptive molecule coding algorithm

We now formulate the problem of decomposing a signal into a
sparse set of molecule realizations. We assume that the signal x fol-
lows the model in Eq. (3), or equivalently that the signal can be
well approximated by a sparse linear combination of molecule
realizations represented by Cx along with their respective coeffi-
cients a. Each molecule realization in Cx is a small deformation of
the corresponding molecule prototype in C. The signal approxima-
tion can then be computed by solving the adaptive molecule cod-
ing problem written as follows:

fâ; Ĉxg¼ argmin
a;Cx

kx�DCxak22þk1kak1þ
X

l;aðlÞ>0

k2Dðcp;l;cx;lÞþk3kcx;lk1
� �2

4
3
5

ð12Þ

where each cx;l is a molecule realization for the molecule prototype
cp;l and aðlÞ P 0; Cxðk; lÞ P 08l; k. The first term in the objective
function in Eq. (12) is the error of the approximation of the signal
with a sparse set of molecule realizations. The second term favors
a sparse approximation with the l1 norm of the coefficient vector
a. The last term drives the form of the molecule realizations: the
term Dðcp;l; cx;lÞ tends to favor molecules realizations that are close
to prototypes while the l1 norm on the molecules realizations codes
cx;l ensures their sparsity. The weight parameters ki’s permit to bal-
ance the different terms of the objective function.

By substituting the structural difference function from Eq. (7) in
Eq. (12) we get:

fâ;Ĉxg¼argmin
a;Cx

kx�DCxak22þk1kak1þk2
X

l;aðlÞ>0

ðkWl�ðcp;l�Scx;lÞk22

2
4

þk3
X

l;aðlÞ>0

kcx;lk1

3
5 ð13Þ

where Wi is given in Eq. (8) and the set of ki’s are weight parame-
ters. For a given dictionary D, a set of pools represented by S and
a set of molecule prototype written as Cp, the objective function
FD;S;Cp is minimized when the variables a and Cx form a
part-sparse approximation of x. However, the above optimization
problem cannot unfortunately be solved easily for both variables
ax and Cx at the same time. Clearly, the problem is not jointly con-
vex for both variables. However, when one of the variables is fixed,
the problem is convex with respect to the other one. Therefore, we
adopt an alternating optimization technique with two steps for
solving the optimization problem in Eq. (13). The two steps are
computed as follows.
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1. We first fix the set of molecules realizations, and solve the
sparse coding problem for the coefficient vector a. Given Cx,
the solution for a can be found as:
â ¼ argmin
a

kx� DCxak22 þ k1kak1
h i

;

with aðiÞ P 0; 8i ð14Þ

2. Then, we fix the coefficient vector, and find the set of molecule

realizations that minimize the objective function of the coding
problem. Given a, the solution for Cx can be found as
Ĉx ¼ argmin
Cx

kx�DCxak22þk2
X

l;aðlÞ>0

ðkWl�ðcp;l�Scx;lÞk22þk3
X

l;aðlÞ>0

kcx;lk1

2
4

3
5;

ð15Þ

with cx;lðkÞ P 0; 8l; k.

The first problem is essentially an l1 regularized sparse coding
problem which is convex with a. It can be solved with many differ-
ent algorithms, e.g., [2,26]. To be able to handle cases of very high-
dimensional data or very big dictionaries, we have chosen to solve
it with the method of alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM) [27] which is a method suitable for large scale problems.
Following the findings in [28], we also employ the method of
reweighted l1-minimization as it leads to a sparser solution. Note
that, at the very first iteration of the global algorithm, Cx is initial-
ized with Cp, while it is later updated during the solution of the
second step of the alternating algorithm.

The second problem is also convex. As for the first problem, we
have chosen to solve it with ADMM [27]. In order to solve it more
efficiently, we however rewrite it so that it is optimized for one
vector of coefficients b instead of the matrix Cx. As explained in
Section 2.3, the support of each molecule realization is restricted
to the union of the pools of the active atoms in the corresponding
molecule prototype. Therefore, many of the entries in matrix Cx are
constrained to be zero. The vector b represents the possible non-
zero entries in Cx, i.e. the coefficients of the atoms that are part
of the pools of the active atoms in the molecules that compose x
(given in a). Essentially it expresses the flexibility that is allowed
in the molecule realizations once the molecules are chosen.

To complete our problem transformation, we further introduce
the vector ~C that expresses the expected energy in the atoms pools.
It is created by concatenating into a vector form the entries in C
that correspond to the energy expected in each pool of active
atoms. Then, we also create a corresponding dictionary of atoms
~D by concatenating the atoms in each of the active pools. Finally,

the new vector of relationships ~S between atoms in ~D replaces
the vector S. With these modifications, the problem in Eq. (15)
can be equivalently expressed as:

b̂ ¼ argmin
b

kx� ~Dbk22 þ k2k~C � ~S bk22 þ k3kbk1
with bðkÞ P 0; 8k ð16Þ
The solution of this problem is much less time consuming than

the one of the equivalent problem in Eq. (15) as the size of the vec-
tor b is usually much smaller than that of the whole dictionary D.

Finally, we iterate between the two optimization problems until
the value of the signal reconstruction does not change much.
Although this alternate optimization technique does not have
any optimality guarantee, it gives good results in practice and
therefore offers an effective constructive solution to the sparse
coding problem of Eq. (13). Since the algorithm has several
constraints on the structure and sparsity the final molecule
realizations cannot be completely different from the predefined
molecule prototypes and as a result the quality of the signal recon-
struction depends significantly on the initialization of the molecule
structure. However, the design and learning of good molecule pro-
totypes is beyond the scope of this paper which is mainly focused
on the sparse coding step and remains as interesting future work.

Moreover, even though the proposed adaptive coding scheme is
computationally more demanding than simple sparse coding, its
complexity is not very high and certainly reasonable. This is true
because each sub-problem is solved with ADMM [27], which is
suitable for large scale problems; thus it is quite efficient even with
very high-dimensional data or very big dictionaries. Moreover, in
our case, the internal computations performed by ADMM are very
efficient as the intermediate update steps of the involved variables
have a closed form expression. What’s more, with the transforma-
tion that we propose for the second sub-problem of the alternate
optimization in Eq. (16), the computational complexity is reduced
significantly due to the decrease on the size of the dictionary.

Finally, as far as the parameters of the algorithm are concerned,
the values for the k’s for each specific task are chosen based on a
small validation set. As a general rule of thumb, the parameter k2
should be set equal or higher than the others, as it is the one control-
ling the importance of the structural difference between the mole-
cule prototypes and their realizations. In case k2 is set to 0, the
problem becomes equivalent to ordinary sparse coding. The values
of k1 and k3 depend a lot on the size of the corresponding molecular
andatomicdictionaries,with themostovercompletedictionaryusu-
ally requiring a higher parameter value. Finally, in our experiments
the value for the parameter r required for the ADMM method is set
to 1, which is the value that provided the best results on our valida-
tion tests. The pseudocode of the complete sparse coding scheme,
calledAdaptiveMolecule Coding (AMC), is presented inAlgorithm1.

Algorithm 1. Adaptive molecule coding (AMC)

Input: x;D;Cp; S; k1; k2; k3; �
1: â ¼ argmina kx� DCp ak2 þ k1kak1½ �; a P 0 . Initialize a
2: while true do . Alternate optimization

3: ð~D; ~S; ~CÞ ¼ transformðD; C; S; âÞ . Create new variables for
Eq. (16)

4: b̂ ¼ argminb kx� ~Dbk22 þ k2k~C � ~Sbk22 þ k3kbk1
h i

; b P 0

. Solve for b

5: Ĉx ¼ transform�1ðb̂;C; âÞ . Reconstruct Cx from b
6: w ¼ 1:=â . Set new weights for re-weighted l1

7: â ¼ argmina kx� D Ĉx ak2 þ k1kw: � ak1
h i

; a P 0 . Solve

for a

8: if Ĉxâ� Cp ap < � then return . If signal coding did not
change significantly, stop

9: else

10: ap ¼ â; Cp ¼ Ĉx

11: end if
12: end while

Output: â; Ĉx
5. Experimental results on signal restoration

Next, we have evaluated the effectiveness of our model for var-
ious image restoration tasks on both synthetic and real data. In sig-
nal restoration, a high quality signal x needs to be reconstructed
from its degraded measurements y. The problem can be modeled
in a generic form as

y ¼ Hxþ v ð17Þ
where H is a degrading operator and v is additive noise.
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5.1. Synthetic data

For the case of synthetic data, we have used a dictionary of 300
gaussian anisotropic atoms with mother function

/ðx; yÞ ¼ A expð�ðx=2Þ2 � y2Þ. We have sampled the image plane
for two scale levels ½0:5 1� with a step size 1 for translation and
p=6 for rotation. The atoms of the dictionary were combined
according to 10 predefined molecules contained in Cp. The size of
the signals and the molecules was 10� 10. Each molecule was ran-
domly constructed to contain 2, 3 or 4 atoms of equal energy. Then
each signal was created as a random combination of a few mole-
cule realizations (2, 3 or 4).

To produce a molecule realization cx;l of a molecule prototype
cp;l we use the following procedure. We start by identifying the
atoms that participate in the molecule prototype i.e., the support
Cp;l. Then, for each atom dj 2 Cp;l we produce an approximation
using the atoms in the atom pool PðdjÞ. More specifically, we first
decide on the number k of atoms from PðdjÞ that we will use in
the place of dj by sampling a geometric distribution with p ¼ 0:7.
In this way, we make sure that the approximation is a sparse com-
bination of a few atoms. Then, we randomly pick k atoms from
PðdjÞ, denoted as PkðdiÞ, and we for each atom dn 2 PkðdjÞ we assign
a coefficient cx;lðnÞ so that the projection of the combinationP

n2PkðdjÞ cx;lðnÞdn to the direction of dj is close to the original coeffi-

cient value cp;lðjÞ, i.e., 0:95 cp;l P
P

n2PkðdjÞ cx;lðnÞhdn; dji 6 1:05 cp;lðjÞ.
We have compared our method with the l1–l2 group norm

(the algorithm is denoted as A12 in the rest) [10]. To define each
group gi 2 G we used the support of the corresponding molecule
mi. The atoms that did not belong to any group, were considered
as separate groups of size 1. The resulting optimization problem
was:

b̂ ¼ argmin
b

ky� HDbk2 þ k
X
gi2G

kbgik
( )

ð18Þ

where b is the signal decomposition in the atomic level and bgi is its
restriction on gi. The decomposition â in groups (or equivalently
molecules in our case) is computed as the l2 norm of the coefficients

in each group i.e., âi ¼ kb̂gik.
As we have discussed before in Section 3, one alternative for the

synthesis dictionary is the dictionary of molecules prototypes. This
approach is similar to the sparse coding step in [13]. We have also
compared our scheme with sparse coding with l1 regularization on
the molecule dictionary (we denote this algorithm as Am), i.e., the
outcome of:

â ¼ argmin
a

fky� H � Dp � ak2 þ kkak1g ð19Þ

where Dp ¼ DCp is the molecule dictionary.
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Fig. 7. The results for denoising on synthetic data with different coding schemes. The p
sparsity ratio and the accuracy of the recovered representations.
Finally, we have also compared our scheme with simple sparse
coding on D, i.e.,

â ¼ argmin
a

fky� H � D � ak2 þ kkak1g ð20Þ

The method is denoted A1 in the rest.
The performance of the algorithms is compared using various

measures. To quantify the performance in terms of the signal
recovery we have computed both the mean square reconstruction

error of the signal approximation (MSRE), i.e.,
P

i
kxi�x̂ik2
N where x̂ is

the signal reconstruction and N is the number of signals, as well
as the mean sparsity ratio of the recovered representations where
the sparsity ratio is computed as the l0 norm of the recovered rep-
resentation in D over the l0 norm of the true atomic representation.
Finally, we are also interested in how effective are the schemes in
detecting the correct molecules. Therefore, we have also computed
the accuracy of the molecule detection, which is the ration of the
correctly categorized molecules ðTP þ TNÞ over all the molecule
instances ðP þ NÞ.

5.1.1. Denoising
To start with, we have tested the performance of the schemes

under noise. In this case, H ¼ I and v is white gaussian noise. The
results, for different noise levels, are shown in Fig. 7. For each noise
level, the results were averaged over 5 different molecule matrices
and 1000 signal instances per matrix. The parameters for each
algorithm, chosen based on a small validation set, were:
k1 ¼ 0:01; k2 ¼ 1; k3 ¼ 0:1 for AMC and k ¼ 0:1 for all the rest.
From Fig. 7 we can observe that as the noise increases the effec-
tiveness of the structure is more prominent: the MSRE of A1 pro-
gressively deteriorates compared to the other 3 schemes that use
a structured prior. Moreover, for the highest noise level the Am

scheme which is the one with the least flexible structure prior,
almost reaches the best performance. However, our scheme man-
ages to perform best for all the noise levels by uncovering signal
representations with small MSREs, accurate molecule detection,
and satisfactory sparsity (Am has a fixed sparsity level for each
molecule, therefore it is expected to have the lower value as the
most constrained one).

5.1.2. Inpainting
Next, we have tested the performance of the schemes for

inpainting. In this case, we have created a set of signals by omitting
the signal values in a randomly chosen square region. We have
tried three different sizes for the region: 3� 3; 4� 4 and 5� 5.
Then, the signals were divided into 4 sets based on their SNR.
The signal recovery problem was solved over the known regions
of the signals: each signal x was expressed as x0 ¼ Px: � x where
Px is the mask denoting the known region. In this case, H ¼ Px � I
resulting in masking each dictionary atom. No extra noise was
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added to the data. The values for the parameters were
k1 ¼ 0:001; k2 ¼ 1; k3 ¼ 0:1 for AMC and k1 ¼ 0:01 for all the rest.
The results are shown in Fig. 8. Again, we can observe the benefits
from the flexible prior that our scheme provides compared to the
rest: the MSRE is always the lowest, the accuracy is the highest
while the sparsity ratio is satisfactory, usually the lowest after Am

which is the most constrained one. In case of highly disturbed sig-
nals (lowest SNR) the Am also outperforms the rest, proving the
importance of structure in applications were there is a significant
amount of missing information.

5.1.3. Compressed sensing
Finally, we have compared the recovery performance of the

schemes for compressed sensing. The measurement process was
performed by setting H ¼ U where U is a random projection
matrix. The entries of U were independent realizations from a
standard normal distribution. We have checked three different
sizes for U namely 25, 15 and 8 measurements. For each number
of measurements the results were averaged over 5 different
instances of matrix U. The values of the parameters were
k1 ¼ 0:01; k2 ¼ 10; k3 ¼ 0:01 for AMC and A1 while k1 ¼ 1 for Am
and k1 ¼ 0:01 for A12. The results for the different number of mea-
surement are shown in Fig. 9. Our scheme significantly outper-
forms the rest as the number of measurements decreases while
keeping a high accuracy on molecule detection. The sparsity ratio
is almost stable for all sizes of measurement matrix and quite close
to 1 which is the desired value.

5.2. Handwritten digit images

Next, we have used our adaptive molecule coding scheme to
perform denoising on MNIST images [29]. The images have been
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Fig. 9. The results for compressed sensing on synthetic data with different coding schem
as the sparsity ratio and the accuracy of the recovered representations.
downsampled to 14� 14 and normalized. In order to better fit
the signal model the digits were further coarsely pre-aligned to
avoid big discrepancies in the position and the orientation. The
molecule prototypes were extracted using the algorithm presented
in [13] from 1000 examples per digit while for the testing we used
100 examples per digit. The denoising performance was tested
over different noise levels and measured by the mean squared
reconstruction error and the mean sparsity ratio. The parameters
were fixed according to a small validation set and their values were
k1 ¼ 0:001; k2 ¼ 0:01; k3 ¼ 0:01 for AMC and k1 ¼ 0:01 for the rest
of the schemes.

The results of our experiments are presented in Fig. 10. We have
experimented with both denoising each digit separately using
molecules extracted only for its class as well as denoising with
molecules extracted from many classes simultaneously. In the first
two columns we show the results we obtained for digits 0 and 9
separately while in the third column we plot the results for the
case of denoising digits 0, 1, 2 and 3 with molecules extracted
for all 4 digits together. From the plots we can see that AMC is
the scheme that manages to perform well for all different noise
levels. As expected the benefits from rich structure priors are more
prominent in the presence of severe noise, where Am, the scheme
with the most restrictive prior, outperforms A1 and A12 that have
loser priors. However, for lower noise levels the performance of
Am is not sufficiently good due to the rigidity of its prior. Our
scheme on the other hand performs well in all cases as it adapts
to the signals almost as successfully as A1 in the less noisy cases,
while preserving the structure as Am in the more noisy cases.
Finally, it is also important to note that AMC is the scheme that
achieves on average a sparsity ratio close to one, meaning that it
is highly efficient as it achieves a good signal restoration using only
as many components as it is necessary.
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Fig. 10. Results for denoising on data from MNIST digits for various levels of noise. On the first row we plot the MSE and on the second the sparsity ratio of the results. In the
first two columns we present the results obtained when each digit was treated separately while on the third row we simultaneously denoised digits from different classes.
The number of used molecules M is written in the title of each figure.
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5.3. Natural images

Finally, in image restoration it is often the case that the non-
local similarities in different regions of images are used to enhance
the restoration process [30,31]. The idea of ‘nonlocally centralized’
sparse codes is not very far from the idea of molecule prototypes.
Therefore, we have followed the same intuition to define molecules
prototypes based on the non-local similarity of patches and use
their deformed versions to further enhance the image recovery.

To be more specific, when only sparsity is used as a prior for the
recovery of the patches xi of an image X, the recovery problem for
each patch can be written as:

âi ¼ argmin
ai

kyi � HDaik22 þ k1kaik1 ð21Þ

where ai is the decomposition of the patch xi in the dictionary D and
yi is the vector of measurements acquired for this patch i.e.,

yi ¼ Hxi þ v ð22Þ

with v potential additive noise. The recovered image ~X is then cre-
ated by the recovered patches ~xi.

However, when taking into account the non-local similarity of
the patches, a molecule prototype can be extracted for every patch
and further enhance the recovery by restricting the code of the
each patch to be a realization of the prototype. The corresponding
coding problem is then:

ĉx;i ¼ argmin
cx;i

kyi � HDcx;ik22 þ k2kWi � ðcp;i � S � cx;iÞk22 þ k3kcx;ik1
ð23Þ

where cp;i is the molecule prototype for ~xi and cx;i is the patch
dependent molecule realization. In order to obtain cp;i we search

the image ~X for the most similar patches to ~xi and we build a set
Xi as in [30]. Then, based on the sparse codes of the patches in Xi

we extract a molecule prototype for ~xi. The prototype extraction
algorithm is a greedy procedure that identifies a small number of
atoms to account for most of the energy in the sparse codes in Xi

while taking into account the atoms pools. It is an iterative proce-
dure that at each step adds in the support of the molecule prototype
the atom with the most energy in its pool. The energy of the atoms
falling in the already chosen pools is considered covered and the
algorithm iterates until a sufficient amount of the energy is covered.
In this way, we extract a molecule prototype cp;i that accepts as
realizations all the patches in Xi.

To show that our proposed coding scheme is suitable for
enhancing the recovery of the original image, we have compared
it to the k1 based sparse coding presented in Eq. (21) which only
imposes sparsity as structure. Moreover, following the ideas in
[30], we have also implemented a scheme where the imposed
structure is defined as the mean sparse code over similar patches.
The corresponding optimization problem is then:
~ai ¼ argmin
ai

kyi � HDaik22 þ k2kâi � aik22 þ k3kaik1 ð24Þ
where âi is the mean sparse code obtained from the sparse codes of
the patches in Xi. In the plots, this scheme is denoted as ‘Mean’.

In the rest, we present the results that we obtained for the case
of denoising, compressed sensing and inpainting for the natural
images ‘House’ and ‘Barbara’. In all cases, the images were divided
in 10� 10, non-overlapping patches. As a base dictionary D we
have used a DCT overcomplete dictionary with 256 atoms. For
solving the coding problem in Eq. (23) we have used Algorithm
1, namely the part that solves for Cx given a, as in this case for each
patch there is only one molecule prototype and as result the vector
of molecule coefficients is set to 1.
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5.3.1. Denoising
To start with, we have tested the performance of the different

schemes in noisy settings. In this case, H ¼ I and v is white gaus-
sian noise in Eq. (22). The PSNR of the recovered images for differ-
ent noise levels is shown in Fig. 11. For each noise level, the results
are averaged over 5 different instances of noisy images. We can
observe that the non-local similarity of the patches is very effective
for the denoising if combined with our molecule based coding
scheme as both the l1 sparse coding and the mean prior from Eq.
(24) result in a much lower PSNR performance than our proposed
structured sparsity solution. This can be explained by the fact that
the l1 does not take into account at all the similarities between the
patches. On the other hand, the ‘Mean’ prior takes into account the
similarities but it constrains the sparse representation of every
patch to lie close to the average sparse code from similar patches
and as a result it can easily smooth out details in the images.

5.3.2. Compressed sensing
For the compressed sensing, the operator H was set equal to U,

a random projection matrix whose entries are independent realiza-
tions from a standard normal distribution. We have checked two
different sizes for U, namely 30 and 50 measurements, and for
each number of measurements the results have been averaged
over 5 different instances of the matrixU. The measurements were
further corrupted with gaussian noise. In Fig. 12 we show the PSNR
of the recovered images based on the three different sparsity-based
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schemes for various levels of noise and the two different number of
measurements. From the results we can verify that the non-local
similarity of the patches is very helpful for the image restoration
as the l1 sparse coding has a much lower PSNR than the other
two schemes. Moreover, our molecule-based coding scheme man-
ages to extract more effectively the structural similarities of the
patches than the mean sparse code as it achieves better PSNR
results for the majority of settings. Therefore it confirms that the
idea of molecule prototypes and realizations based on atoms pools
is a powerful model that provides correct priors for patch based
restoration of images.
5.3.3. Inpainting
Finally, we have compared the different restoration schemes in

the problem of inpainting. In this case, we have corrupted the
images by omitting the signal values in randomly chosen pixels.
We have tried three different percentages of missing pixels,
namely 50%, 60% and 70%. The image recovery problem is solved
over the known regions of the patches: each patch xi is expressed
as x0i ¼ Pi: � xi where Pi is the mask denoting the known region. In
this case, H ¼ Pi � I in Eq. (22) resulting in masking each dictionary
atom. No extra noise is added to the data. As we can observe from
the results in Fig. 13, the benefit from taking into account the sim-
ilarities of the patches is prominent as both AMC and the ‘Mean’
outperform the l1 sparse coding. In this case, the performance of
AMC is similar to the performance the ‘Mean’ prior which means
that the extracted prototypes in AMC have not captured success-
fully the structure details of the patches. This is reasonable as a
big percentage of the pixels, i.e., a lot of details, is missing. For such
restoration cases, it is necessary to adopt a different technique for
extracting the prototypes that would be based on a more elaborate
learning scheme.
Fig. A.14. An example of the realization of the atom di from vector
v i ¼ b1d1 þ b2d2 þ b3d3 with d1; d2; d3 2 PðdiÞ and b1; b2; b3 > 0.
6. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new two-layer structure
model for signals. We have defined our structural elements, the
molecules, as linear combinations of atoms and we have distin-
guished between molecule prototypes and molecule realizations
based on the notion of pools of atoms. The addition of coefficients
in the structure permits a better modeling of higher level patterns
while the definition of molecule realizations results in extra invari-
ance to small deformations of patterns. We have presented our
new algorithmic scheme for adaptive molecule coding (AMC) and
we have conducted experiments on both synthetic and real data
that proved the effectiveness of our model for various restoration
tasks.
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Appendix A. Bound on error of atom realization

As we have mentioned in Section 2.2, if we constrain the atoms
that participate in the realization of the atom di to lie in its pool
PðdiÞ and have non-negative coefficients we can guarantee that
the resulting approximation has a bounded error, i.e.,

kdi � v ik22 6 L. To see why, let v i ¼
P

j2PðdiÞ bjdj. Then, from
Fig. A.14 we have:

kdi � v ik22 ¼ krik2 ¼ kpik2 þ ð1� eiÞ2

¼ e2i tan
2 /ui

þ ð1� eiÞ2 ðA:1Þ

However for the angle between v i and di we have:

cos/ui
¼ hv i;dii

kv ik ¼
P

j2PðdiÞ bjhdj;diiP
j2PðdiÞ bjdj

��� ��� P
ð1� �ÞPj2PðdiÞ bjP

j2PðdiÞjbjj ¼ 1� �

if bj P 0; 8j 2 PðdiÞ. Therefore, when we allow only non-negative
coefficients in the approximation, v i belongs in PðdiÞ.
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Moreover, since cos/ui P 1� �, then sin/ui 6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�ð1� �Þp

and

therefore tan/ui
6

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�

1��
p

. Finally, from Eq. (A.1) we get:

kdi � v ik22 6 ð1� eiÞ2 þ e2i
�

ð1� �Þ ðA:2Þ
Appendix B. Recovery analysis supplementary material

We now present the theorems that provide the lower and upper
bounds on the coherence of dictionaries DCx and DCu discussed in
Section 3. The dictionary DCx is a dictionary that contains more
than one realizations per molecule prototype while the dictionary
DCu is restricted to one realization per prototype. To evaluate their
coherences denoted as lx and lu respectively we will first need to
examine the distance between a molecule prototype mp;l ¼ Dcp;l
and its possible realizations mx;l ¼ Dcxi;l. The corresponding upper
bound is presented in the next theorem.

Theorem 1. Let kcp;lk0 6 n; 8l and / ¼ acosð1� �Þ where � is the
parameter used in the pool definition in Eq. (4). Moreover, let the error
jcp;lðiÞ � eij between the energy in an atom di of a molecule prototype
and the energy on its pool in any of the molecule realizations be
bounded by jcp;lðiÞ � eij 6 E cp;lðiÞ; 8l; i 2 Cp;l, where E is a positive
constant. Finally, let lM stand for the in-molecule coherence defined as
the maximum coherence between the atoms that belong to the same

molecule, i.e., lM ¼ maxl maxi;j2Cp;l ;i–jj < di; dj > j
	 


and assume that

lM 6 1
n�1. Then, the distance between any molecule prototype mp;l and

any of its realizations mx;l is bounded by

kmx;l �mp;lk 6

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðð1þ EÞ2tan2/þ E2Þn

1� ðn� 1ÞlM

s

Proof. For the molecule prototype mp;l ¼
P

i2Cp;l cp;lðiÞdi a molecule

realization can be written as:

mx;l ¼
X
i2Cp;l

v i ¼
X
i2Cp;l

ðei di þ piÞ ¼ mp;l þ
X
i2Cp;l

pi � ½cp;lðiÞ � ei�di
� �

where an example of an approximation vector v i for an atom di is
shown in Fig. B.15. Therefore:

kmx;l �mp;lk ¼
X
i2Cp;l

pi � ½cp;lðiÞ � ei�di
� �������

������
6

X
i2Cp;l

kpi � ðcp;lðiÞ � eiÞdik ðB:1Þ
Fig. B.15. An example of the approximation of the atom di from vector v i deviating
by /v in direction. The desired energy level is cli while the projection of v i gives an
energy of ei .
by the triangle inequality. However, pi is orthogonal to the direction
of di. Therefore:

kpi � ðcp;lðiÞ � eiÞdik ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kpik2 þ kðcp;lðiÞ � eiÞdik2

q
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e2i tan

2 /v þ ðcp;lðiÞ � eiÞ2
q

Substituting in Eq. (B.1), we get:

kmx;l �mp;lk 6
X
i2Cp;l

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e2i tan

2 /v þ ðcp;lðiÞ � eiÞ2
q

6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1þ EÞ2 tan2 /þ E2

q
kcp;lk1 ðB:2Þ

since jeij 6 Ecp;lðiÞ; 8l; i 2 Cp;l, and cp;lðiÞ P 0; 8l; i. For the kcp;lk1,
given kcp;lk0 6 n, we have:

kcp;lk1 6 kcp;lk2
ffiffiffi
n

p ðB:3Þ
To bound the l2 norm, we use the Rayleigh quotient

RðM; xÞ ¼ xTMx
xT x and its bound kminðMÞ 6 RðM; xÞ. In our case,

M ¼ DT
Cp;l

DCp;l where DCp;l is the matrix of the atoms participating

in molecule mp;l. Then, for x ¼ cp;l we have:

kminðDT
Cp;l

DCp;l Þ 6
1

kcp;lk2
() kcp;lk 6 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kminðDT
Cp;l

DCp;l Þ
q ðB:4Þ

where kmin is the minimum eigenvalue of DT
Cp;l

DCp;l . Finally, from the

Gershgorin circle theorem applied on DT
Cp;l

DCp;l , which is the Gram

matrix of DCp;l that contains the inner products of the atoms in
Cp;l, we get:

jk� 1j 6 maxi2Cp;l
X

j–i;j2Cp;l
j < di;dj > j

Since lM ¼ maxl maxi;j2Cp;l ;i–jj < di; dj > j
	 


we get that 8l:

1� ðn� 1ÞlM 6 kminðDT
Cp;l

DCp;l Þ

Assuming 1� ðn� 1ÞlM > 0 () lM 6 1
n�1 and substituting in Eq.

(B.4), we have:

kcp;lk 6 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ðn� 1ÞlM

p ðB:5Þ

Combining Eqs. (B.3), (B.5) and (B.2) we finally get that:

kmx;l �mp;lk 6

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðð1þ EÞ2 tan2 /þ E2Þn

1� ðn� 1ÞlM

s
�

With an established bound for the distance kmx;l �mp;lk
between a molecule prototype and its realizations, we can prove
the following theorem which provides a lower bound for the
coherence lx of any dictionary DCx with more than one realizations
per prototype.
Theorem 2. When the distance between any molecule prototype and

its realizations is bounded by kmx;l �mp;lk 6 r with r <
ffiffi
2

p
2 , the

coherence lx of any dictionary DCx with more than one molecule
realizations per molecule is

lx P 1� 2r2 ¼ Lx ðB:6Þ
Proof. The coherence of the dictionary DCx is:

lx ¼ maxx;l;y;k
j < mx;l;my;k > j
kmx;lk � kmy;kk ¼ maxx;l;y;kj cos/mx;l ;my;l

j
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where mx;l;my;l are realizations of the molecule prototypes mp;l and
mp;k and /mx;l ;my;l

is the angle between the two vectors. A lower

bound to ~l can be found by computing the maximum angle
between two realizations of the same molecule, i.e. for l ¼ k. Then,
lx P jmaxx;y cos/mx;l ;my;l

j; 8l.
From Fig. B.16 we can see that, since all the molecule realiza-

tions live in a sphere of radius r around the prototype mp;l, the
angle between any two realizations mx;l;my;l has to be less than or
equal to 2/s. For the bound to be different than zero, we need that
2/s < p=2 () r <

ffiffiffi
2

p
=2. Then, from Fig. B.16, we have:

cos/s ¼
kOCk
kOm2k ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r2

p

1
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r2

p

since kOm2k ¼ kmp;lk ¼ 1. Therefore:

//mx;l ;my;l
6 2/s ()

cos/mx;l ;my;l
P cos 2/s; /s 6

p
4

()

cos/mx;l ;my;l
P 2 cos2 /s � 1; /s 6

p
4

()
cos/mx;l ;my;l

P 2ð1� r2Þ � 1; r <
ffiffiffi
2

p
=2 ()

cos/mx;l ;my;l
P 1� 2r2; r <

ffiffiffi
2

p
=2 ()

j cos/mx;l ;my;l
j P 1� 2r2; r <

ffiffiffi
2

p
=2 ()

lx P 1� 2r2; r <
ffiffiffi
2

p
=2 � ðB:7Þ

Finally, we can use the same bound on the distance kmx;l �mp;lk
between a molecule prototype and its realizations to establish an
upper bound on the coherence lu of any dictionary DCu with max-
imum one realization per prototype. The following theorem for-
malizes this bound.
Theorem 3. Let the coherence of the molecule prototype dictionary
DC be l. Given the bound on the distance between any molecule

prototype and its realizations kmp;l �mx;lk 6 r with r <
ffiffi
2

p
2 , the

coherence lu of any dictionary DCu with at most one realization per
molecule is

lu 6 Uu ¼ lð1� 2r2Þ þ 2r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� l2Þð1� r2Þ

q
ðB:8Þ
Proof. We have:

lu ¼ maxx;y;l;k;l–k
j < mx;l;my;k > j
kmy;kk � kmx;lk ¼ maxx;l;y;kj cos/mx;l ;my;l

j ðB:9Þ
Fig. B.16. The geometry of the molecule prototypes and the region of their
realizations restricted on the plane Omkml defined by the center of the axis and the
two prototypes. The region of the realizations is restricted by a sphere of radius r.
The angle /s shows the maximum angle between the molecule prototype and any of
the realizations, while / is the angle between the two prototypes.
where mx;l;my;k are realizations of the molecules mp;l and mp;k

respectively and /mx;l ;my;k
is the angle between the two correspond-

ing vectors. In the rest, we will restrict ourselves to the case where
the angle /mx;l ;my;l

that maximizes Eq. (B.9) is less or equal to p
2. In the

opposite case, a similar analysis can be followed and the final bound
on lu is the same. Under this assumption, we have

lu ¼ maxl;k;l–k cos/mx;l ;my;k
ðB:10Þ

Moreover, we can assume that the indices l; k that maximize Eq.
(B.10) are the same as the ones that maximize the equation
l ¼ maxl;kj < mp;l;mp;k > j ¼ maxl;k cos/lk. In other words, we
assume that the molecule prototypes that are the most coherent
are also the ones that give rise to the most coherent realizations.
Therefore, we will continue our analysis for the case where
cos/lk ¼ l. It is sufficient to restrict the rest of the analysis on
the plane defined by the molecules prototypes mp;l;mp;k. This is
true because the space occupied by each prototype’s realizations
is a sphere, and the minimum distance and angle points between
spheres live on the plane defined by their centers.

The geometry on this plane is shown in Fig. B.16. From the
figure we have that:

/mx;l ;my;k
P / and / ¼ /lk � 2/s

Therefore:

/mx;l ;my;k
P /lk � 2/S () cosð/lk � 2/SÞ P cos/mx;l ;my;k

ðB:11Þ
Therefore, using Eq. (B.10), we have:

lu 6 cosð/lk � 2/SÞ ðB:12Þ
However, from trigonometry we have:

cosð/lk � 2/SÞ ¼ cos/lk cos 2/S þ sin/lk sin 2/S ðB:13Þ
Since cos/lk ¼ l, we also have sin/lk ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� cos2 /lk

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� l2

p
.

Moreover from the triangle OCmp;l we have cos2/S ¼ 1� 2r2 and

sinð2/SÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� cos2ð2/SÞ

p ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ð1� 2r2Þ2

q
¼ 2r

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r2

p
. Substi-

tuting the above in Eq. (B.13) we get:

cosð/lk � 2/SÞ ¼ lð1� 2r2Þ þ 2r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� l2Þð1� r2Þ

q
Substituting this expression in Eq. (B.12), we get:

lu 6 lð1� 2r2Þ þ 2r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1� l2Þð1� r2Þ

q
�
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